
 BOUNCER
1.0m x 2.2m Wrapover crowd barrier 
from £125  FDBACBC

 LOLLY
Tall and narrow
from £190  FDPOMOF

 BARISTA
1m branded café banner
from £220  FDC1V0B1

POP OUT BANNERS

BARRIERS & COVERS

 BUILDER
1.8m x 3.2m front-printed 
site barrier cover
from £125  FDBACBS

 JELLY
Fat and low
from £190  FDPOSYF

FLAGS

 HYPHEN
Backpack flag
from £124  FDBFA0

 EMPIRE
3.5m standing flag
from £109  FDFE350

Base from £25

 CARNIVAL 2
Marching flag
from £91  FDFBR2?

 APOSTROPHE
Backpack flag
from £109  FDBFH0

FLUTTER 
Standing flag
from £76
 FDFPRO?

Optional small 
water base £25

EXPOSURE 
PVC Outdoor 
Banner
£163  BSPOBPVC

FESTIVAL  
Hand-held flag 
from £58  FDFWEM?

CHOOSE YOUR BASE
 SQUARE METAL BASE 

For indoor or outdoor 

use on flat surfaces.

£66 each  FDFBSQ

 CROSS BASE 
For indoor or outdoors 

on hard surfaces only.

£25 each  FDFBCRB

 WALL MOUNT 
For indoor or outdoor 

use on flat, solid walls.

£34 each  FDFBWMB

 WATER BASE 
Outdoor on flat 

surfaces in moderate 

wind conditions.

£34 each  FDFBWB

 GROUND SPIKE 
Suitable for outdoor use 

on compacted ground.

£39 each  FDFBGS

 WATER RING 
Extra stability for Cross, 

Square or Water base.

£16 each  FDFBWR

 CARNIVAL 
Hand-held flag
from £68  FDFBR1?

 TEARDROP
2.7m standing flag
from £109  FDFQ270

Base from £25

TEARDROP MINI  
1.9m version of 
tear-shaped flag, for 
restricted height
from £87  FDFQ190

Base from £66

 QUILL GRANDE
Our tallest flag at over 5m, 
towers above all the others
from £195  FDFF510

Base from £25

QUILL 
Standing flag
from £98  FDFF360

Base from £25

 TEARDROP GRANDE 
Massive 3.6m tear-shaped 
flag. One is great, looks 
best in pairs
from £195  FDFQ360

Base from £25

The small print: Prices shown include delivery to one UK mainland 

or Northern Ireland address. They exclude VAT and design. 

Faster turnaround upgrades are available – ask for a price. 

See full product specifications online. 

Participating studios only.

THE GREATEST SELECTION OF
DISPLAYS  FOR  EXHIBITIONS

call us FREE on
0800 999 8399
or order at 
www.nettl.com

DELIVERY INCLUDED

3. CONSTRUCT 

Match each number or 

letter and snap poles 

together, one by one. 

Most stands are tool-free, 

although if we supply an 

allen key, please do use it.

owner's

   

LADIES   GENTLEMEN
for modern

DISPLAY
EXPLAINER

A thoroughly USEFULEVERYTHING you need to

and MAKE AN IMPRESSION
LOOK THE PART

Your display will be standing proud in a jiffy. 

Follow these steps for perfect formation...

6. PACK UP 

While others toil, dripping 

with sweat, your stand will 

be down in minutes. Neatly 

roll up the fabric cover for 

next time and repack the 

carry case. And off you trot.

1. UNPACK 
Remove your stand 

from its exquisite carry 

case (provided with our 

compliments). You’ll find 

some white gloves inside, 

in the event of dirty digits.

2. PREPARE 

Lay out the aluminium pieces. 

Each has letters or numbers. 

Fond of playing “Snap” as an 

urchin? Excellent, you’ll relish 

the next step.

4. STRETCH 

Pull over the fabric graphic, 

like a giant duvet cover. 

Make sure it’s the right way 

round. Then zip it up, stand 

back and admire. 

5. SHOW TIME 

Meet your crowds, excite 

your audience and dazzle 

your prospects. But please do 

take a moment to enjoy your 

finest show of them all.

The FINEST SHOWof them all
“Cheers” both beam, as bubbling flutes clink 
To that chance encounter, toasted with a wink

Strangers at an expo, one year ago today 
Now his greatest client, it’s fair to say

A decision was sealed, when he refused to blend  
His incredible stand demanded all must attend

Transfixed by intensity and jaw dropping drama 
Their eyes locked, like some kind of nirvana 

They got down to business, it was plain to see 
What a fruitful relationship this was destined to be

His huge display, popped-up, taken-down in a blink 
It attracted all the big spenders, he began to think

Both pockets brimming with leads, he stood tall 
For his truly was the finest show of them all

The

of them all

see www.nettl.com for prices
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Marvellous DISPLAYS to create theatre Standing DISPLAYS to point & provoke

Personalised FURNITURE  for leaning & sitting

Spectacular HANGERS to brand the sky Distinctive BOOTHS for elegant rendezvous

 CURVE 30
3.0m curved pop up stand
from £428  FDSRO0FC

 PYTHON
2.3m pop up stand
£268 FDSLDNFC

 CUT-OUT FIGURES
Freestanding boards
from £45.60 IGCOFV

 STAGE 46
4.6m straight pop up stand
from £730  FDSSA0FC

 CURVE 50
5m curved pop up stand
from £844  FDSDU0FC

 CREST 40
4.0m concave stand with legs
from £698  FDSMA0FC

 BELLINI
Cocktail table
£213  FDSVENFC

 ARTHUR 5
5 ft fitted tablecloth
£124 FDTCAR5
Table not included

 ARTHUR 6
6 ft fitted tablecloth
£135  FDTCAR6
Table not included

 ARTHUR JUNIOR
1.0 x 2.0m table runner
£68  FDTRARJ
Table not included

 KOLA LITE
Seating cube + storage
£109  FDSDU1FC

 THE ISLAND
Waterproof 
bean bag
£179  FDSBALFC

 KOLA MAX
Foam seating cube
£205  FDSBOSFC

 MOJITO
Cocktail table
£307  FDSRIOFC

 STAGE 18
1.8m straight pop up stand
from £340  FDSCH0FC

 PEACOCK
Media 
display stand
£368  FDSOSLFC
Tablet and TV not included

 CURVE 24
2.4m curved pop up stand
from £362  FDSBL0FC

 MARGARITA
Folding table
£213  FDSMEXFC

GOLIATH  
Giant deckchair
£541  FDSBLAFC

 BABY PYTHON
1.9m pop up stand
£256  FDSWINFC

 PADIUM 
Tablet holder
£179  FDSOSAFC
Tablet not included

AXE  
Pop up stand
£256  FDSTKOFC

 RIALTO BRIDGE 
To attach to any Stage
from £461 
 FDSHAMFC
TV not included

 STAGE 30
3.0m straight pop up stand
from £461  FDSNY0FC

 WING 9 + STAGE 30
Fin-shaped fabric stand next to straight backdrop
£702  FDSBR0FC + FDSNY0FC  (Available separately)

KING PYTHON   
3.5m pop up stand
£554  FDSDUBFC

  BLURB 
ROLLER BANNER 
2m roll-up banner
from £87  BSPSVGBF

 QUEEN PEACOCK + STAGE 30
Scalloped shaped stand with TV bracket and two shelves
£955  FDSMI0FC + FDSNY0FC  (Available separately)  TV not included

 TOTEM
Slimline fabric stand
£213 FDSKE0FC

Exceptional ways to create the FINEST SHOW of them all

 EMBRACE C
C-shaped 
meeting booth
£1078  FDSPREFC

3.0m

2.
5m

 HUDDLE
Sloped 
meeting booth
£1078  FDSBEIFC

3.2m

2.
0m

3.0m

 EMBRACE U
U-shaped meeting booth
£1078  FDSCAPFC

2.
0m

 MODESTO
Cubicle with curtain
from £884  FDSVATFC

1.5m

1.
5m

 HARBOUR
Extra wide with curve 
£1322  FDSPOOFC

4.0m

2.
0m

 SNUGGLE
C-shaped 
meeting booth
from £881  FDSWELFC

2.4m

2.
0m

BOOTH   
Pop up kiosk
from £368  FDSBARFC

Optional Header £149

 CIRCLE
from £1051  FDCHC0FC 

915mm

3048mm

 SQUARE
from £1161  FDCHS0FC

2440mm

1070mm

 TRIANGLE
from £1051  FDCHT0FC

3048mm1067mm

 LIGHT & CLAMP
for most fabric stands 
from £97 FDLEDC12

STAGE CONNECTION KITS  
For straight fabric backdrops
from £23
180 degrees  FDSCK180   90 degrees  FDSCK90

One pair of aluminium c-clips per kit

KANGAROO   
Literature holder
£186  FDSPARFC

LIGHTBOX   
Double sided LED 
from £779 
FDLB12FC

 BONDI
Deckchair
£126  FDSWAIFC


